• Assumption: if voice quality differences are found, these are probably used as cues to tonal identification.
• Possible exception: creaky tone in White Hmong?
White Hmong citation tones Garellek et al. (2013 Garellek et al. ( , 2014 ) 5
• Consistent acoustic correlates of the breathy high-falling tone and creaky lowfalling tone, relative to the other modal tones.
• Do listeners make use of voice quality to identify tones?
-It depends on the particular contrast.
White Hmong tone identification 6
Listeners rely only on breathy voice
Listeners do not rely on creaky voice, only f0 and duration Garellek et al. (2013 Garellek et al. ( , 2014 High-rising /pɔ ˦˥/ 'ball'
Production vs. perception
• Why do speakers produce the high-falling breathy tone with a consistently falling pitch contour, but ignore f0 in perception?
• Why do speakers produce the low-falling creaky tone with consistent creaky voice, but ignore creaky voice in perception? • Result: it's consistently high-falling -But in different phrasal positions, the breathy tone differs in scaling from the modal highfalling tone. • High-falling breathy tone is consistently high-falling, but scaling varies vs. modal.
-Listeners could rely on f0, but it would be a more variable cue.
• Low-falling creaky tone is consistently lowfalling, but also consistently creaky.
-Listeners ignored creaky voice.
Interpretation
• Production target for low-falling creaky tone is a falling f0.
• Creaky voice is being used in White Hmong to guarantee an extra-low pitch 
